
MISCELLANEOUSNOTES

In newspaper accounts of the proposed field work in Burma, before

the expedition left the States, some mention was made of a "black

barking- deer" never taken in Burma and an especial object to be

sought. Apparently this statement derived in some way from the fact

that there is a true barking deer, so called "black" [Miniiiacus crini-

ferous Sclatcr) of which only three specimens have been recorded

(from Chekiang, China), and that a Chinese name for the Tufted Deer
can be translated as "black muntjac". There was little likelihood that

the very local Muntiaciis crinijerous would be encountered in Burma
over 1,000 miles removed from the known records. When I saw the

first specimens of the Tufted Deer I could readily understand how
natural a thing it would be for the layman to call it a "black barking

deer"; size, colour and general appearance all make the name seem
appropriate, althoug^h it is not a barking deer {Miuitiacus) at all.

The Tufted Deer has been taken before in north-eastern Burma.
Captain E. Maxwell West (1925, p. 1080) gives an account of a

hunt "within a day's march" of Htawgaw which brought him a speci-

men of what he called Michie's Tufted Deer. Michie's variety of

Tufted Deer is the race confined to south-eastern China, and the

Burma animal is not michianiis but the race discovered in Szechwan
by Pere David.

Our specimens were purchased from the natives who brought
them in the flesh, making- it possible to save complete material.

I saw an animal near our camp in the Chimeti road but w^as

hunting- with a shot-gun and' loads too light for deer. My native boy
and I were coming- up the mule trail through primeval forest, inter-

spersed with small openings and at an elevation approximating
10,000 ft. The time was late in the afternoon. The deer was in an
opening near the trail and quite close before I saw it. It bounded
oif into cover at once. I did not see any horns but was impressed
by the dark colour and by the white underside of the tail, which
was very conspicuous. The tail was carried high, very much like

that of our Virginia deer, flopping- with each leap.

I believe this deer is to be found in most of the high damp
forest of the main mountain ridges of north-eastern Burma.

The second one brought to us was said to have been trapped
not far from the Chimeti Pass section and the men carried it for

three days to deliver it to us at the Imaw Burma Camp.'
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5. THE INDIAN ELELPHANT{E. MAXIMUS): EARLY
GROWTHGRADIENT AND INTERVALS BETWEENCALKING

(With four plates)

I. Rate of Growth of a Baby Indian Elephant

On Februarv 6th 1950 an adult cow elephant named Deokali, 7' 6''

in height and 'belonging to the Forest Department of Assam, gave
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birth to a baby, subsequently named Parbati. As this event occurred

only three miles from my tea estate, I was able to go immediately to

photograph the baby on the day of its birth, and subsequently every

year on its birthday —February 6th.

Each year from 1950 to 1955 I have carefully measured the

circumference of the forefoot and the height to the shoulder, taking

the average after repeating the process four times. Thus an accurate

record of the rate of growth of an Indian baby female elephant has

been obtained under near natural conditions, as the mother was laid

off work and allowed to roam in her forest habitat every day- The
heights and other information are as follows

:

Date Age Forefoot Height Increase Remarks

6-2-50 0 (3' 0") Could not be accurately
measured on day of birth

.

Estimated at 3' 0".

6-2-51 1 4' 1" y 1" Forefoot could not be mea-
sured. Suckling well.

6-2-52 2 2' 4i" 4' 8i"
7i" Still suckling.

6-2-53 3 2' 61" 5' 1" 4r Still suckling^two or three

times a day.

6-2-54 4 2' 9" 5' 5|" 41" Was said to.be occasionally

i^suckling. Ridden by
mahout occasionally.

6-2-55 5 2' lU" 5' 9" 34" No longer suckling. Ridden
regularly by mahout.

This is probably the only accurate and detailed record of the rate
'

of growth of a bab}^ Indian elephant under near natural conditions.

I have studied the measurements given by Gordon Hundley of Messrs.
Steel Brothers & Co., Ltd. {Jour. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc, 37: p. 487),
but these appear to be unreliable. For instance, no measurement is

given for female calves of two years old ; measurements wer^ not

taken on the dates of birth and the height given at the ages of nine

and thirteen years are less than those at eight and twelve years

—

which is not possible.

Male calves are slightly bigger than female ones at varying ages,

and from a comparison of many figures I estimate that 7% or 8%
added to the height of a female calf would give the approximate height

of a male calf of the same age (this would apply only to calves between
the ages of one and twelve years).

The manner in which Deokali cow elephant came to be mated is

interesting. She ran aWay from her pilhhana at Jamguri in the

.Sibsagar District of Assam on 15-2-45, and spent some years in the

nearby forest with wild elephants. Then she was captured along- with

a herd of wild elephants in khedda operations on 15-3-49' in a stock-

ade in the same stretch of forest. She was quickly recognised to be

a ban gharasia (escapedi-tame-one-run-wikl), and was claimed by the

Forest Department and returned to her former pilkhaiia at Jamguri,
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2. F(>bruary 6, 1951, aged 1 year.

Height 4'-l"!

(Photos: E. P, Gee)
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4. February 6, 1953, aged 3 years.

Height 5'-l".

(Photos: E. P. Gee)


